Migration Cost Comparison:
Windows 10 Versus macOS

Microsoft is ending extended support for Windows 7 on January 14, 2020 and it’s
time for companies to make critical technology choices. After nearly a decade,
Microsoft will no longer be required to put out security patches or provide support
for the Windows 7 operating system (OS).

While Microsoft recently announced Extended Security Updates (ESU) for Windows 7 starting April 2019 through
January 2023, this is only a temporary solution and comes at a premium — $50 to $200 per device. Plus, Windows
7 ESU does not offer Help Desk support or regular bug fixes and patches.
This is significant news for thousands of organizations and 100-plus million PC users leveraging Windows 7. The
good news is that now is the perfect time to assess hardware and software needs for today, tomorrow and 10 years
down the road.
When strictly looking at a cost comparison of PC and Mac, the upfront cost of each hardware can be deceiving.
Some come to the conclusion that PC is the less expensive device overall. However, when seeing past the initial
price tag, the perception of true value changes.

HARDWARE AND OPERATING SYSTEM COSTS
In general, a Mac typically costs more than a PC. As of
April 2019, MacBook laptops start at $999 and go up
from there depending on needs. Apple’s strategy has
always been to create quality products that are built
to last.
PCs can range in price due to varying levels of
specifications and battery life. Those willing to
sacrifice performance and features can purchase
a low-level Dell computer for $119.99. According to
business.org, the lowest an organization should ever
spend on a business PC is $300, and that range will
only offer the bare minimum of capabilities.

This provides a consistent, reliable experience
across all Mac users. When a new macOS becomes
available, which happens on an annual cadence in
the fall, users can update for free, always.
Contrary, Microsoft offers Windows 10 in a Home and
Pro version. While the cheaper versions of PC will
likely only ship with the Home version, organizations
are going to require the Windows 10 Pro version
to give employees the basic tools they need to be
productive.
Windows 10 Pro is $199 per device and will need to
be added to all existing computers running Windows
7 and/or new PCs that don’t ship with Windows 10
Pro.

Beacon IT Services, an IT service organization, says
a low-level or consumer-grade PC typically offers
a 2-3 year lifespan before it needs to be replaced.

Hardware

Business-grade PCs — ones that more align with Mac
pricing — can expect three to five years.
On the other hand, Mac can be a reliable computer
for five, six or seven years after purchase. Online
shoe retailer, GOAT, leverages seven-year-old Mac
computers on a daily basis as warehouse kiosks.
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Mac longevity also leads to greater resale value
once organizations look to refresh hardware —
helping offset the cost of new devices. According
to PowerMax, Windows PCs provide close to zero
residual value after three years, while a MacBook Pro
offers more than $300 of residual and trade-in value
after six years.
But hardware is only a small portion of the total cost
of ownership (TCO) of a device, meaning there is
much more to consider than upfront hardware cost.
For instance, software.
Software must either come with or be added to the
computer. All Mac computers ship with the latest
version of macOS — the Mac operating system
— for free. Apple only builds one version of its Mac
operating system so there are no discrepancies in
features.
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ENTERPRISE DEVICE MANAGEMENT COSTS
A management solution is essential for both Mac
and PC devices. Management empowers IT to
deploy new hardware, configure settings, update
software, enforce security protocols and gather
extensive inventory details. Management solutions are

Without ever opening the box, Jamf Pro can leverage
the serial number of the computer to communicate
with the device. Once the user turns on the computer,
the device is enrolled into management and loaded
with all the apps, settings and resources IT deemed
necessary.

becoming increasingly foundational for the success of

Jamf Pro also empowers IT to create a custom app

infrastructure and application investments.

catalog through Jamf Self Service. Self Service is a

Every macOS has built-in security features that
naturally protect the device the second it is powered

portal where users can access IT-approved apps and
settings — all without submitting an IT ticket.

on. These include FileVault, System Integrity Protection

In a recent Hobson & Company study, Self Service

(SIP), XProtect and Privacy Controls just to name a few.

was found to reduce end-user productivity loss by 60

Pairing these native (free) security features with

percent and help desk ticket volume by 15 percent.

updated OS and apps, Mac is inherently more secure

Microsoft offers two management solutions for

and less susceptible to vulnerabilities than other

Windows: Microsoft Intune and System Center

platforms — and is not something organizations have

Configuration Manager (SCCM). SCCM has long been

to pay for.

the standard for PC management, but Microsoft has
added Intune to expand the management capabilities
in a cloud environment for Windows admins. Many

Device Management

organizations will leverage both tools to fully manage
Windows.
While costs vary with SCCM, the Open No Level (NL)
License and Software Assurance (L&SA) price of a
SCCM Client Management License is $62 per license
for two years of service.
Intune starts at $6 per user per month, with two addon packages available to include additional security
and management capabilities:

macOS also includes a mobile device management
(MDM) framework which allows products like Jamf
Pro — the standard in Apple device management — to
leverage in order to conduct ongoing, remote device

E3: Enterprise Mobility + Security
($8.74/month per user)
E5: Enterprise Mobility + Security
($14.80/month per user)

management.
Jamf Pro provides all Mac management features up
Apple deployment programs such as Apple Business

front, and when new ones are made available, they

Manager allow organizations to order Mac computers

are added to the solution without additional cost.

and flag them as corporate-owned devices.

Jamf Pro costs $7.17 per month per Mac.

SUPPORT AND HELP DESK COSTS

Support & Help Desk

While support staff and resources will vary based on
organizational needs, it has been well-documented
that Mac users require less support than their PC
counterparts. IBM has provided concrete data to
support this claim.

27 %

5%

IBM’s technology choice program — which has seen
more than 100,000 Mac computers rolled out — cites
that PC users are twice as likely to call support than
Mac users. Plus, out of all the Mac support tickets that
are opened, only five percent require an in-person

Tickets requiring in-person support

$15.56
Average cost per ticket

visit. Contrary, 27 percent of the PC tickets that are
opened require hands-on assistance from IT.
According to Spoke, an IT service provider, the
average cost per support ticket is $15.56 ($1.60 per
minute). With PC users submitting many more tickets
and requiring more visits from IT, the costs quickly
add up every time a PC user has an issue.
With less tickets to field, and streamlined
management tools to automate time-consuming
tasks, it’s safe to say that Mac requires fewer IT staff
to manage than PC. In fact, one IT admin at IBM was
able to manage 5,400 Mac users. And, according to
Glassdoor, the average IT administrator’s salary is
$60,000 per year, so identifying device management
efficiencies and offering hardware that users can
confidently use is essential to keeping staff costs
down.
Aside from the costs of paying essential IT staff
when a work device is being fixed, the employee
is sidelined until the issue is resolved. Every ticket
submitted and minute that passes is time and money
wasted.

$60,000
Average support staff salary

HIRING, TRAINING AND RETENTION COSTS
Employees are no longer satisfied living by the status
quo. So, when traditional organizations provide a
standard-issued PC to each and every new hire, this
can leave many workers frustrated.
In a recent survey, employees said they are more
productive, creative and collaborative on a work
device of their choosing. And more often than not,
the work device of choice is Mac. In fact, 72 percent
of employees will choose a Mac over a PC if given the
chance.

Nobscot, an organization focused on HR technology
and employee retention software, identified four
areas where organizations are hit the most when
employees leave:
1. Cost of turnover
When an employee leaves, the cost of the hiring
process, training and overall productivity go with
them. Nobscot says the average cost of turnover is
25 percent of an employee’s salary. If an employee
makes $50,000 per year, it can cost upwards of
$12,500 to replace them.
2. Loss of company knowledge

But choice programs aren’t essential, right? Well,
77 percent of employees will choose to work at a
company or stay at their existing company if given a

Employees who leave take with them valuable
company, customer and project knowledge
(maybe even to competitors).

choice in work technology. This is an alarming stat
considering how expensive it is to hire, train and

3. Disruption of customer service

replace employees.

An employee’s departure often leaves a gap in
delivery of customer service. Relationships are key
to a strong business and returning customers. A
break in the system could have a lasting impact.

Employee Retention

77 %
will select or stay at
a company if given
device choice.

Average cost to replace single employee

$12,500
(based on $50,000 salary)

4. Turnover leads to more turnover
When an employee leaves, others must pick up
the slack until a replacement is found. This can
lead to unnecessary stress and negative employee
morale.
Keeping employees happy (and employed at your
organization) is crucial to any business. If you can do
so simply by providing them the hardware they are
most comfortable with, why wouldn’t you?

VERDICT: OFFERING MAC WILL SAVE YOU IN THE LONG RUN
When you add up the potential cost of not offering employees the work technology they need, with the cost
savings of simple to use, easy to manage technology, the answer is clear: Mac is a great option for even the most
budget-conscious organization.
And offering employees Mac doesn’t hinder them from leveraging the best part of their PC experience — the Office
applications. These productivity applications (Word, Outlook, Excel, etc.) are now available in the Mac App Store
and Microsoft and Jamf have partnered to make it simple for organizations to empower users with secure access
to these apps on their Mac.
IBM continues to thrive with their Mac choice program, even open-sourcing its provisioning workflow for their
Mac@IBM initiative so more organizations can benefit. They too would like you to save $535 with each Mac chosen
over PC.
If you’re ready to skip the Windows 10 migration for your Mac lovers and get them on the device they desire, Jamf
can help. We are the industry’s best Mac management solution and the leader in helping organizations roll out a
Mac choice program.

Contact your SHI sales representative today to get started or
take Jamf Pro for a free trial and put our Mac management capabilities to the test first.

To learn more about implementing a technology choice program
www.jamf.com
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